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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the evaluation
training performed in a group of chronic stroke
patients with L-Exos device. The effects of training
were assessed both by means of clinical evaluation in
terms of Fugl-Meyer and Modified Ashworth
assessment scales, and of functional evaluation, by
means of Bimanual Activity Scale. Moreover at each
session an automatic assessment of performance was
made through the robot, and this was compared with
the outcome of functional evaluation. Interestingly we
found a significant improvement of both clinical and
functional evaluation, and that the automatic
assessment performed by the robot in terms of
movement smoothness represents a strong predictor of
transfer of functional ability to activity of every day
life.

The Light—Exoskeleton [1]
is a right-arm
rehabilitation robot used for stroke patients
rehabilitation; it is composed of five degree-offreedom (DoF), of which four active, i.e. shoulder and
elbow flexion/extension, shoulder internal/external
rotation and, abduction/adduction (Figure 2).
The distinguishing feature of an exoskeleton based
device is that it can provide both a passive and active
assistance to the patient during the execution of the
task.
In the simplest way the assistance provided by the
robot can consist in a gravity counterbalancing of
weight of the arm, as this has been proved to enlarge
the workspace of the arm [2] and to be effective for
motor recovery.

1. Introduction
Rehabilitation training in stroke performed with robot
assistance can lead to significant motor recovery when
the patient is actively involved with volitional effort in
the exercise, and this is proposed in a task-oriented
ecological environment.
A class of rehabilitation robots that deserve a particular
interest in upper limb rehabilitation is constituted by
active exoskeletons. Exoskeleton are robots with
kinematic isomorphic to the human arm, that can be
worn on the user arm. They present several significant
advantages compared to end-effector based system [1].
They may track the full arm kinematics, so not only the
end-effector position, typically the hand, but the full
kinematic chain of the arm, and consequently apply a
force assist at the level of each joint, e.g. shoulder,
elbow and wrist. The workspace covered by these
systems is three dimensional and large, so that the
training can be conducted on fully spatial movements
and along different directions.

Figure 1 The L-Exos system worn by a patient
Alternatively the robot can provide a guided assistance
to the task to be performed, according to an
impedance-based model or more advanced controls [3].
In this abstract we present the results of a rehabilitation
training performed on a group of chronic stroke
patients, who underwent a rehabilitation training and
assessment performed.
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2. Methods
Patients were administered a robotic training with the
L-Exos system with training scenarios projected on a
stereoscopic projection wall.

the centre to the target, while smoothness index was
computed by counting the number of peaks in the
velocity profile of movement

Figure 2 The rehabilitation system with the gaming
scenario
The rehabilitation training consisted in two training
exercises and one evaluation test, performed with the
assistance of a robotic device.
The first exercise consisted in a reaching task
performed with an impedance assistance by the robot
with level of assistance modulated by the robot
according to the position error (impedance assistance)
or with variable gain adjusted according to the force
input by the patient (triggered assistance), to enhance
patient’s active participation in the task.
The second training exercise consisted in a training
scenario in which the patient has to compose a virtual
puzzle with the gravity assistance only provided by the
robot. The exercise was then followed by an evaluation
session allowing to assess the performance in
movement execution over different direction of space,
since a set of target to be reached where placed in the
vertical plane, along twelve possible positions arranged
equally spaced along a circumference (Figure 4).

Figure 4 The evaluation session

3. Participants
Seven patients with stroke event occurred at least six
months ahead (2 females, 5 males, 60.14±12.35 years
old) were enrolled in the treatment.
At the enrollment and discharge of treatment patients
underwent clinical evaluation performed with upper
limb Fugl-Meyer Assessment Score (FMA, 66 pts) and
Modified Ashworth Scale (MA, on 19 muscle groups),
plus a functional assessment performed with a
standardized test, the Bimanual Activity test,
consisting in evaluating in terms of time and quality of
movement (estimated on 0-4 scale) the execution by
the patient of a set of ADL tasks requiring bimanual
coordination.
At the enrollment the average FMA assessment score
was of 25.5±12.99 and the average MA of 11.88±9.96.
Three out of seven patients underwent also a follow-up
clinical assessment after 10 months since the end of
treatment to evaluate the retention of regained
function.

4. Results

Figure 3 The reaching training scenario
Both smoothness and time of execution of movement
were measured as indexes of performance through the
robot in this evaluation session. Movement time was
computed as the time to move from the start position in

We observed a significant clinical improvement in all
patients. Clinical assessment at the end of treatment
revealed an increase of FMA to 31.43±15.41 (p<0.02),
with no significant change in spasticty (MA after
treatment 10.57±7.52).
We observed on the functional level a significant
reduction of time in the execution of bimanual
movement from 17.19±3.83
to 12.33±5.38 sec
(p<0.02) with an overall increase of quality of
movement from 1.99±0.77 to 2.79±0.92 (p<0.03).
The assessment of the two indexes of performance
performed with the robot revealed a similar trend, with
a marked decrease of movement time from 2.57±1.17
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to 1±0.68 sec (p<0.004) and marked increase of
smoothness going from 6.9±1.19 to 2.51±1.8
(p<0.003), where decrease of the smoothness index
means increase of smoothness of movement.
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Table 1 Correlation indexes of Bimanual Activity
Scale with robot-based assessment
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Figure 5 Assessment of movement performance
with robot
We investigated the correlation of the functional
indexes (Bimanual Activity Scale) with the robot
assessment scale, to assess whether the improvement
of performance observed with the robot was effectively
transferred as ability to perform ADL activity
We found a strong correlation between the smoothness
index and the time and quality of movement assessed
with the Bimanual Activity Scale, as shown in Figure 6
and Table 1.

Moreover in the small subgroup of patients that
underwent a follow-up evaluation at month 10 , we
found a percentage improvement of FMA of 5.97%
that was maintained also at the follow-up assessment,
were still the 5.59%, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Follow-up evaluation
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Confirming our previous results, we have found that
the rehabilitation training might lead to different
improvement of performance in the contralateral and
ipsilateral space.
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5. Discussion and conclusions
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Figure 6 Correlation of bimanual activity index
with smoothness of movement
Moreover the performance improvement in movement
execution was analyzed in terms of different directions
of space by means of the robot-based assessment, by
means of radial plots, shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
It is possible to see from the picture how a marked and
significant improvement is obtained mainly in the
movements executed to reach targets in the ipsilateral
space, while no significant improvement is obtained in
the contralateral space.

Moreover we have found that the improvement in
smoothness of movement represents a predictive
indicator of both clinical assessment performed with
clinical scale and also of regained ability to perform
activity of every day life. This represents an important
result, since it allows to directly map the measured
performance to improvements into functional activity.
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The first preliminary results from follow-up evaluation
performed at 10 months of distance since treatment,
allowed us also to hypothesize that such a regain of
function is preserved over time.
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